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Revisiting Charles Kaziun Jr.

October 2014

That arrangement in button-making, he once observed, led
to his career in paperweights. It was by experimenting within
these tiny forms that he mastered techniques which he later
used in creating his paperweights. (He often said that buttons
were paperweights in every way except in size.) So in the
button format, he made the rope roses in a wide range of
colors. Then came buttons which contained crimp roses, lilies
and other lampworked flowers, silhouettes, millefiori, and foil
enclosures. Some buttons were overlays (single and double)
and some were faceted. Some buttons also became jewelry:
earrings, cufflinks, tie tacs, and pins, for which Charlie did all
his own settings,

by Ben Drabeck
Charles Kaziun Jr. was, without any doubt, an authentic
genius. Single handedly and without any kind of instruction
or support, he brought the long dormant art of the “classical”
paperweight back to full and vibrant life.
After a period of paperweight brilliance that spanned the
middle and later years of the 19th century, paperweight
production declined to near zero and then stopped altogether.
Except for a brief resurgence by the Baccarat company
which produced the so-called Dupont weights in the 1920’s,
”classical” paperweight production in both Europe and in this
country had nearly disappeared.

As long as he worked at the University making instruments
and otherwise demonstrating his vast skill in creating scientific
glass, he continued to ply and perfect his paperweight-making
skills. He moved back to Brockton in 1947 but continued his
connection with the university and Graham, making vacuum
gauges used for atomic work, blood plasma, penicillin until
1962, when he went into paperweights full time.

Charlie, as he liked to be called, started his own paperweight
journey in the early l940’s, beginning in Brockton with the
creation of a Sandwich rope rose button and continuing at
the University of Pennsylvania where he became a member
of the scientific glass blowing team. In 1942, inspired by the
Evangeline Bergstrom book Old Glass Paperweights and
spurred on by his boss Arthur Graham, resident glassblower
at the university, he began his solitary journey, embarking,
as he once said, “on a campaign of rediscovering all the old
techniques of a century past that had been forgotten even by
the factories that had done the original work.”

It would be wonderful, not to say miraculous, if we could
arrange for Charlie to appear at the DVPCA meeting and
answer any questions members and their guests might have
about what he did and how and why he did it. Since he cannot
appear to speak for himself, we are most fortunate to have as
our speaker his son, Charles Kaziun III.
Charles worked with his father in his studio for more than
15 years. His apprenticeship with his celebrated father
included a variety of chores. First, he used to find particular
glass that was needed and get it ready for use. He also did
daily sweeping up, which was very fussy work since dust can
cause bubbles in glass. In addition, he helped by grinding
and polishing of the weights, selecting crystal, assisting in the
making of canes and in the twisting of ribbons for torsades.

The challenges he faced were great both in number and
in degree of difficulty. For instance, there was no book to
consult, no guide to follow, no instructions to consult. Another
impediment: he didn’t have a furnace--which was used to
make the 19th century weights. Instead, he made weights on
a lamp or torch--both for the set-up and covering. “Basically,”
he said, the process “is using cold glass, heating it up and
pretty much working as from a furnace.”

During the talk, Charles and I will talk about the amazing
variety and artistry in the work that his father did. We have
selected almost a hundred images to show you what an
accomplished and versatile artist he was. He excelled in
almost every paperweight type and produced a body of work
that is astounding in its range and in its beauty.

While he was at the university and in his period of learning
about paperweights, he continued to make buttons. Even
before he left for Pennsylvania, he had been approached to
create the Sandwich rope rose. He did so, but the arrangement
with the client did not last. “I decided that a 95-5 split, with
me on the short side, seemed just a little thin, even in those
times.” In 1943 he made contact with Gertrude Patterson,
“the Button Lady of Malaga, NJ,” an arrangement that was
mutually beneficial and satisfactory.

At the DVPCA October 18th meeting, Barry and Gay Taylor
will tell the story of “101 Kaziun Weights to Wheaton,” a tale
featuring Ray Banford, Homer Perkins and Barry.
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DVPCA Summer Meeting
Review of Events
July 19, 2014

BUSINESS MEETING
OLD BUSINESS
President Hawley opened the business meeting saying
that Paperweight Fest was a huge success! She read a
letter from Wheaton Arts thanking the DVPCA membership
for all their help especially Andy Dohan and Boyd England.
She asked for suggestions for Fest 2016 and volunteers
for the committee to help organize the event.

WELCOME
The Summer Meeting of the Delaware Valley Paperweight
Collectors Association was held on Saturday, July 19, 2014
at Williamson’s Restaurant in Horsham, Pennsylvania.
President Toby Hawley welcomed the 46 members and
guests present including our guest dealer William Pitt from
Englewood, FL and our Guest Artist Daniel Salazar from
Santa Cruz, CA and Guest Artist Paul Katherman from
Columbia, PA (near Lancaster).

Election of Officers- Slate of Candidates presented to
stand for election at the Fall DVPCA Election Meeting on
October 18, 2014.
President:			
Co-Vice Presidents:		
Recording Secretary:		
Corresponding Secretary:
Treasurer:			

Best wishes to members Jill and Bill Bauersfeld who were
away on an Alaskan Cruise celebrating their 50th wedding
anniversary!

Toby Hawley
Lee Arnold/Neal Demp
Gail Munz
Sue Sutton
Don Formigli

Reminder: “Celebrate the Paperweight” presented by L.H.
Selman of Chicago is the next paperweight event. Keep
these dates open, Sept 26-28, 2014. A side trip to the
Bergstrom-Mahler Museum of Glass in Neenah, Wisconsin
which now includes the Mabel R. McClanahan Memorial
Study Gallery is being offered.

MORNING PROGRAM
Our morning program began with Paul Katherman who
was formerly an electrician. He began working in glass 14
years ago. He brought a varied selection of marbles, vortex
marbles, pendants, beads, and sculpture which were nicely
displayed on a table for sale. He spoke about his transition
piece “purple people-eaters.” He has incorporated synthetic
opals into his work “opal eaters.” Paul teaches bead
making in West Hempfield, PA and offers classes in his
home studio. Paul is leading the September 13-14, 2014
Marble Weekend at Wheaton Arts and we are all invited to
see the work of many of the contemporary marble artists.

Our October 18, 2014 Meeting will have a presentation by
Ben Drabeck on Charles Kaziun, Jr. with his son, Charles
Kaziun III present.
Lee Arnold, Library Director with the Historical Society
of PA in center city Philadelphia, was highlighted in an
article in the Philadelphia Inquirer on July 4, 2014. The
vault contains two printed versions of the Declaration of
Independence which are priceless and rarely viewed
documents. Lee reviewed the article as well as inviting us
to call him and come for a personalized visit @215-7326200.

Our morning program then continued with a special
display of recent acquisitions by members who attended
Paperweight Fest 2014 at Wheaton Arts May 16-17,
2014. Pam and Rob Campe showed us their purchase
of a collaborative weight with Gerber Daisies created by
David Graeber and Gordon Smith, auctioned for $7,000
with the proceeds going to Wheaton Arts. Kudos to the
Campes! Altogether $10,000 was raised from the auction
of the collaborative pieces for WheatonArts. Don Formigli,
John and Toby Hawley also talked about their beautiful
purchases.

NEW BUSINESS
The PCA Convention will be held in Tacoma, Washington
on April 29 to May 2nd 2015. More information will be
forthcoming soon. PCA President Phil Edelman spoke
about the upcoming event on the West Coast, and deferred
most questions to the PCA latest Newsletter, Quarterly
2, July 2014. The lead article, The President’s Message,
discusses factors in selecting Tacoma, accommodations
at Hotel Murano, tours of the area, tours of the Chihuly
Studio, etc. It sounds like it will be a terrific jam-packed
convention!

LUNCH AND RAFFLE
We had three luncheon choices today: Boneless Breast
of Chicken Maryland w/Bacon and Supreme Sauce; Fresh
Jumbo Lump Crab Cakes w/Horseradish Aioli; or Penne
Paste w/Vodka Rosa Sauce.

We picked up maps to Garden Party at Don Formigli’s
home immediately following the meeting. On Sunday
members are invited to meet at the Ground for Sculpture in
Hamilton, NJ for a day of touring the park.

There were many delightful things to choose from in the
raffle prizes thanks to the generosity of our members.
Paul Katherman graciously donated one of his pendants
for our raffle. Please continue to bring your pass-on-able
treasures to fill our table. We made $225 to put in our kitty
for expenses and everyone had a good time.

AFTERNOON PROGRAM
Our guest artist Daniel Salazar is from Davenport, California.
Daniel had just attended Paperweight Fest and was now
back on the East Coast again for our meeting. His large
collection of weights, vases, perfume bottles and jewelry
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jars were brought directly from his stay at Paperweight
Fest – and we were the lucky recipients. He last visited
DVPCA at our July, 2011 meeting – always a most welcome
guest! Daniel had a PowerPoint presentation that traced
his evolution as a glass artist from his earliest years as a
teenager to present. He then took questions from the floor.
CLOSING REMARKS
President Hawley thanked all for attending and reminded
us to take another look at the artist’s and dealer’s exhibits
before we departed to Don Formigli’s lovely home and
gardens for the Garden Party.

Susie Kaplan Jacobson and
Gail Munz

We had an opportunity to visit with our DVPCA friends in
an informal setting due to Don Formigli’s generous repeat
invitation. Don’s beautiful home and garden are all a tribute
to his artistry and discerning eye. Weights are displayed
in structural walls at the entry and living room, Don latest
furniture edition was an antique cabinet he had refurbished
with lights and glass shelves and he refinished to highlight
more of his collection. He has an extensive collection of
weights throughout his home and lush walled gardens. The
appetizers and dinner were catered by Toby’s nephew, Jay
London. The ambiance just superb - and the company
even better. Don, thank you so very much!

Daniel Salazar

20 July 2014, Sunday @ 10:00 – Group visit to the Grounds
for Sculpture in Hamilton, NJ, for a Retrospective Exhibit of
Founder Seward Johnson.
Respectfully submitted by Dorothy Disney for
Jill Bauersfeld, Secretary

Bill Pitt with customers

Raffle Prizes

Bart & Sue Sutton

Paul Katherman & Tawny
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Paul Katherman

Grounds for Enjoyment
by Lee Arnold and Neal Demp

About a dozen DVPCA members met at Grounds for Sculpture (GFS) on
July 20th, as part of the chapter’s annual cultural activity following its, equally
annual, Garden Party. This tour was organized and led by the chapter
treasurer and newsletter editor, Don Formigli. Most of the members met Don
at the sculpture garden promptly at 10:00 AM and began touring. A few of
us took longer to get going and get there. But we all ended up meeting for a
nice lunch at the Peacock Café. Don had suggested GFS because the highly
acclaimed special exhibit, Seward Johnson: The Retrospective (featuring over
150 of his sculptures), would be ending soon. The Domestic Arts Building
displayed life-sized versions of Marilyn Monroe, The Mona Lisa, American
Gothic, Unconditional Surrender (the WWII sailor and nurse kissing) and the
Girl with the Pearl Earring. Throughout the grounds there were larger-thanlife versions of some of these, including the famous Marilyn over the air vent
(Forever Marilyn), American Gothic, and Unconditional Surrender.
After lunch Don lead the group through the Water Garden, with its creative use
of water and sculpture, and to The Meadow—a newer, 7-acre expanse of GFS.
He then led the group to the Museum Building, for its French Impressionism
themed sculptures. Neal and Lee broke off from the group after that to check
out the areas which everyone else had toured earlier in the day. But a pit-stop
at the Gazebo (and its ice-cream counter) was a necessity by this time. And
eating it overlooking a sea (almost literally) of lotus flowers was truly a treat.
Everyone on the tour had great fun speculating whether people sitting/standing
were tourists or statues; Johnson is that good of an artist. The newly opened
Seward Johnson Center for the Arts/Welcome Center had a lovely gift shop
featuring both Blenko and Hunson Beach Glass.

Diane & Dan at 26 ft. Marilyn

Grounds For Sculpture is a 42-acre sculpture park and museum located in
Hamilton Township, Mercer County, New Jersey, on the former site of the New
Jersey State Fairgrounds. It was founded in 1992 by John Seward Johnson II.

American Gothic

Diane Atkerson

Lee Arnold
Neil Demp

Dan & friend
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Guarding the Mona Lisa

Peaceable Kingdom

On the Monet Bridge

DVPCA

Chicago is My Kind of Town (for paperweights)
by Toby and John Hawley

Feeling the need for a Fall paperweight fix, we decided to journey to Chicago for
Celebrate the Paperweight 2014, a weekend (9/26-9-29) organized by the Glass
Paperweight Foundation and L. H. Selman Ltd. Because John had never been to
Chicago, we flew out a couple of days early so that we would have time to tour the city.
We landed around 12:45 pm at O’Hare airport and had to walk what seemed miles to
get a long and expensive taxi ride into the city. We stayed at the Hilton Palmer House
– the second room we got was fine, the first one was way too small for two people, and
as Toby put it, “so small we had to go out in the hallway to change our minds.” Anyhow,
with the room issue settled, we walked the 6 blocks to the L. H. Selman gallery where a
feast of paperweights awaited us. Not surprisingly, Toby fell for a John Deacons flower
on swirl. It was there that we met up with our first touring companion Gary Underwood
of the Texas PCA and mapped out our plans for seeing the city the following day at
dinner.

Toby & John at cocktail event

Thursday morning we took the 90 minute architectural boat tour which went up and down the Chicago river, offering many excellent sights
of fabulous buildings both old and new. Afterwards, we went to the Navy Pier in a vain attempt to see the stained glass window exhibit (it
had just been closed for renovation). All was not lost as we had an excellent lunch overlooking the water. We then went back to Selman’s
to get a guest pass to the Art Institute of Chicago where we spent the afternoon viewing the many art exhibits and the expanded Rubloff
collection of paperweights. Toby had to see the Magritte exhibit of paintings (John says it’s way too weird).
Friday was a day of chaos at the airport as a disgruntled contract worker succeeded in disabling the air traffic control system for the
Chicago area while failing to properly slit his wrists and commit suicide. This disruption caused many attendees to either arrive late or
cancel. Rick and Clara Ayotte could not get a plane into Chicago; Melissa Ayotte was persistent and managed to arrive around 11 pm
that night.
Friday was the official opening of the Celebration and it kicked off with a morning tour and lunch at the Art Institute. A speaker from the
museum staff offered insight into the history of the museum and the many collectors who contributed to it. Having spent time there on
Thursday, we and Don Formigli decided to take the Southside tour of Chicago in the
afternoon. The highlight was the visit to the campus of the University of Chicago. We
got back in time to enjoy one of the many highlights of the Celebration, a cocktail party
at the condominium of Alexis Magaro of L. H. Selman Ltd. It was located on the 42nd
floor of Lake Point Tower which overlooks Lake Michigan and the Chicago skyline. The
views from every room were breathtaking. Following this was dinner at restaurants with
the artists. Our group of approximately 15 attendees had the pleasure of dining with
Mike and Sue Hunter.
The main event, the Artists fair at the Congress Hotel, started on Saturday morning and
went into most of the afternoon. Sixteen artists showed off their latest work: Melissa
Ayotte, Drew Ebelhare, Sue Fox, David Graeber, Mike Hunter, Damon MacNaught, Ed
and Jim Poore, Cathy Richardson, Ken Rosenfeld, Alison Ruzsa, Saint-Louis, SikorskyTodd, Dan Salazar, Clinton Smith, and Gordon Smith. Many gave short presentations in
Don at cocktail event
an adjacent room. Following a box lunch, we, the touring trio, decided to use the rest of
the afternoon for a tour of Northside Chicago which included Chinatown, Little Italy, the site of the Columbian Exhibition, and other famous
museums. That evening we attended a special banquet at the Chicago Cultural Center, the former Chicago Public Library, in a room that
featured the largest Tiffany glass dome in the world and marvelous mozaics.
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On Sunday we took advantage of the special trip to the Bergstrom-Mahler Glass Museum in Neenah,
Wisconsin, about a 3 hour bus ride from Chicago. Jan Smith, Executive Director, and her staff warmly greeted
us. After a wonderful lunch, we were free to tour the Museum and its very scenic grounds. This “Mecca of
the Paperweight World” captivated us for hours. The newly dedicated Mabel McClanahan Research Library
is a wonderful addition to the facility, and the exhibit of Rick Ayotte works from the collection of Gordon Park
was breathtaking. Another exhibit featured Paul Stankard’s work and this was also wonderful to see. We
naturally could not leave without a visit to the gift shop, in fact Toby went there first before going to see the
exhibits and managed to find a couple of things to add to our collections. The Museum provided a wine and
cheese reception at the end of the afternoon, and then we adjourned to our hotel for dinner.
The bus arrived at 8 am on Monday morning to take us to the airport. Thanks to the continuing chaos in
the air traffic control system, most of the flights in and out of O’Hare and Midway were either delayed or
cancelled. We lucked out as our 4 pm flight was merely delayed a couple of hours which we endured with
the help of David Graeber. We finally arrived in Philadelphia safe and sound around 8:30 pm.

Tiffany glass dome

Bergstrom-Mahler Glass Museum

John and Toby at
Chicago Cultural Ctr.
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New Mabel McClanahan
Memorial Library

Mass Glass Musings
by John D. Hawley

The New England Glass Company used two insect
silhouettes in their paperweights - the bee and the
butterfly. The former is a very popular motif, coming
in second only to the running rabbit. It symbolizes
industry, diligence, and creativity. It’s nicely detailed
with a ribbed body, two straight antennae with red
tips, and tiny cog canes inserted into the center of the
two elongated wings [Figure 1]. A rarely found cousin
features a shorter, stubbier body and round wings
[Figure 2].
One has to be lucky to spot the butterfly, a symbol of
the soul and rebirth, as it is one of the rarest of the
NEGC silhouettes. It differs from the bee in that it has
four wings, the rearmost set being smaller in diameter
than those in the front [Figure 3]. In this, the most
common design, the body is round as is the head with
its two thick, stubby antennae. Another type [Figure 4]
features elongated wings and body.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

DVPCA

Excerpts from the ClosePack Contest at 2014 Paperweight Fest
by Andy Dohan

The following captioned photos were taken from the program presented at Paperweight Fest.

Note the bee silhouette in
the 4 o’clock position

John Deacons with Gingham
cut overlays

Antique Saint Louis
paneled close-pack

Attributed to Salvador Ysart

Antique Val St. Lambert.
Generally large &simple
canes

Modern Saint Louis
piedouche
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Gillinder - from the second
grouping that does not have
the deep side faceting

Alan Thornton has done
a great deal of research
about this class of weight
and attributed it to Islington

Baccarat. Starting in 1958
and with a hiatus until the
late 1960’s, Baccarat did a
zodiac close-pack series. Not
to be confused with it’s other
Zodiac weights

This is one of the Islington
canes that Alan writes
about with the cane cluster
including a W cane believed
to be from the IGW classic
signature cane

Early Central Europe Paperweights

were producing paperweights well before 1845. Fig. 4
is an example of the use of the scattered millefiori and
filigree from Riesengebirge in the 1840’s.

by Diane Atkerson

While leafing through one of my paperweights books,
I noticed a photo of a couple of antique handmade
marbles (Fig. 1). Since I collect these type of marbles,
it peaked my interest as to why they were in the book.
In the description of the photo was stated an area
called Thuringia , in which I knew the town of Lauscha
was located. Lauscha was the center for most of the
marble making and other glassmaking items in the mid
1800’s.

Through the 1830’s - 1850’s many varieties of
paperweights were produced that included many
different designs of how the millefiori canes were
utilized.
Many cottage workers in Thuringian had already
been well into producing blown glass ornaments for
decorations. Also known to be produced were many
colorful variety of marbles that included filigree and
speckles, thus these makers were well trained to
produce paperweights.

So on I read the section of this book that covered glass
making in Central Europe.

Since the early 20th century, two mentioned
manufacturers, Muller and Kuhnert of Lauscha (Fig.
5), had included paperweights in their productions.

During the early 19th century, long lasting glassmaking
encompassed areas of Germany (Thuringia and
Saxonia, now Poland (Silesia) and Czechoslovakia
-now Czech Republic (Bohemia).

Information for this article was taken from Sibylle
Jargstorf’s book, PAPERWEIGHTS. If you would like
to know more details about this topic, please borrow
the book from the Lending Library. There was also an
article by the author in the 1991 PCA Bulletin about the
same topic.

Even though Bohemia comprised of several glass
making areas, two names have been used, Isergebirge
and Riesengebirge, the latter being referred to as both
areas for simplification. These two areas had as many
as nine glass manufacturing businesses.
Many political and economic events took place that
resulted in areas being divided and glass making
families having to move to other areas with their
specialized workshops and small furnaces. Many of
the glass makers cooperated with each other in order
to advance their own development of new types of
glass and ideas.

Fig.1

In 1833, millefiori had been made by one family only
to have been taken up by a neighboring glass working
family. No paperweights had been seen in Europe
that contained the early millefiori. Many of the various
millefiori canes were used for jewelry. These early
millefiori canes from ‘’Riesengebirge’’ were very well
made both in quality and color but had limits as far as
their appearance in complex canes.
The Riedel glass works, a successful major glass
family whose origin can be traced to 1700, were
able to market colored glass that was compatible
for producing complex canes. They were the main
suppliers to all the glass families of raw glass used
in canes and probably used when glass makers of
Bohemia started making paperweights.

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig. 2 shows the limited canes used in a paperweight
from Riesengebirge made in the late 1830’s/early
1840’s. Another weight (Fig. 3) shows another design
from that era.
The makers of many of these early paperweights were,
no doubt, well trained and experienced in millefiori and
filigree making and shows that German manufacturers

Fig.4
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Fig.5 from Diane’s
collection

Did You Know...
• As a young man in Paris, Paul Jokelson
began his love affair with paperweights with
his purchase of the ‘’Bird in the Nest’’ for
about $25.
• Orient & Flume was named after the cross
street where the workshop was located in
San Jose, CA.
• When Nicholas Lutz first came to the USA,
he settled in White Mills, PA, which is in the
northeast corner of PA in Wayne County.

Ken Brown & Nancy Scott

Lending Library News

• Old Sturbridge Village once had about 150
paperweights that were the collection of
Joel Cheney Wells, one of the founders
of OSV. Paul Hollister wrote a book about
the collection –Glass Paperweights at Old
Sturbridge Village. (1969)

After reading the article in the last newsletter by Diane
Atkerson about the Morton D. Barker collection at the
Illinois State Museum and the book published about
the collection by PCA at the 1985 convention, DVPCA
member Clarence Brunner has donated his copy of
the book to our library. This out of print book is a great
addition to the library and we offer Clarence a big
Thank You for his generous donation.

• 2014 is the 60th anniversary of the PCA
Bulletin.

A donated hardcover copy of Selman’s The Art of
the Paperweight will be sold by silent auction at our
October meeting. We will accept email bids if you
cannot attend the meeting. Starting bid will be $25.

J

• The Lending Library has many wonderful
books to borrow.

FUN CORNER
PAPERWEIGHT ARTISTS/FACTORIES
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The Scramble

CALENDAR

Our condolences to the family of Jim Kontes who
passed away at age 95 on September 4, 2014. At the
2014 Paperweight Fest at WheatonArts the Kontes
brothers were honored for the long careers in making
paperweights.

Advance Meeting Dates, Guests and Related Events
January 31, 2015: Winter Meeting
Guest Dealer: Leo Kaplan from New York City
Guest Artist: Melissa Ayotte

The sale of 380 paperweights in the Selman Summer
Auction appears to have been quite popular.
Approximately 70% were sold. As expected the
highest prices were paid for rare antiques the highest
being for a very rare Clichy patterned millefiori on lace
at $24,000 (all prices include 20% buyers premium).
The second highest was $15,600 for a very rare Saint
Louis magnum 4 color magnum crown. Of the modern
weights the highest were for a 1999 Stankard botanical
that sold for $12,000 and a 1991 Ayotte rainbow
colored faceted hummingbird that sold for $6,000.

April 25, 2015: Spring Meeting
Guest Dealer: TBA
Guest Artist: TBA
April 29 - May 2 2015: Paperweight Collectors
Association 2015 Convention in Tacoma, WA.
July 18, 2015: Summer Meeting and Garden Party
Guest Dealer: William Pitt from Englewood, FL
Guest Artist: TBA
October 17, 2015: Fall Meeting
Guest Dealer: Ben Drabeck from Shutesbury, MA
Guest Artist: TBA

The Grounds For Sculpture where a small group of
our members visited in July recently announced
that the special exhibit has been extended from the
original closing date of Sept. 21 into July 2015. By the
original closing date there had been 145,000 visitors
from all over the world. The 10 monumental bronze
outdoor sculptures alone among the over 150 special
installations are worth a visit.

SAVE THESE DATES AND PLAN TO ATTEND!

All Saturday Meetings at:
WILLIAMSOM’S RESTAURANT, HORSHAM, PA

Members are requested to bring weights to the meeting
that were made by our guest artist, Charles Kaziun III.
DVPCA

Answers to Crossword Puzzle
Across:		

Down:

2. MCDOUGALL
4. KAZIUN
6. YSART		
8. TRABUCCOS
9. SIMPSON
10. PERTHSHIRE

1. PAIRPOINT
2. GSMITH
5. DEACONS
7. STLOUIS

Charlotte Taylor, David Graeber & Leonard Kornit
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Fall Meeting Announcement
Saturday, October 18, 2014

LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS
October 18, 2014

At Williamson Restaurant, 200 Blair Mill Road (Route
611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road) Horsham, PA.
Located two traffic lights north of PA. Turnpike Exit
343 (Doylestown/Willow Grove).
Telephone (215) 675-5454

Luncheon Choices @ $20 per person
(#) Roast Tom Turkey, Savory
		
Stuffing & Gravy
(#) Roast Loin of Pork, Savory
		
Stuffing & Gravy

9:00 AM Dealers and Artists setup
10:00 AM Paperweight Fair with Guest Dealer Ben
Drabeck from Shutesbury, MA and Guest
Artist Charles Kaziun, III from Brockton, MA.

(#) Penne Pasta, Vodka Rosa Sauce

11:00 AM Gay and Barry Taylor will present a
program “101 Kaziun Weights”.

$

12 Noon Lunch – Sale of raffle tickets.

Names

1:00 PM Business Meeting: Announcements,
election of officers, reports from floor,
raffle, etc.
1:30 PM Ben Drabeck & Charles Kaziun, III will
give a program about Charles Kaziun, Jr.

Luncheon Total

Please mail this tear off slip with your
selections and check to:

DVPCA

c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive
Levittown, PA 19055

2:30 PM Paperweight Fair Continues

NO LATER THAN October 13, 2014

Garden party, living room

Garden Party, patio

Diane Atkerson & Ken Brown
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issUE CONTENTs:

• lead Article: PCA Convention 2011
• Other Articles: A First Time Convention Experience, Why I Missed the April Meeting
• Minutes: Spring Meeting, April 16th, 2011
• THE sCRAMBlE/CAlENDAR
• Announcement: fall Meeting, October 15, 2011
• Dated Reservations Tear-Off Slip
• Eleven (11) Business Ads

Address service Requested
Address Service Requested

5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
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